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Abstract—Systems for processing large scale analytical workloads are increasingly moving from on-premise setups to ondemand configurations deployed on scalable cloud infrastructures. To reduce the cost of such infrastructures, existing research
focuses on developing novel methods for workload and server
consolidation. In this paper, we combine analytical modeling
and non-linear optimization to help cloud providers increase
the energy-efficiency of in-memory database clusters in cloud
environments. We model this scenario as a multi-dimensional binpacking problem and propose a new approach based on a hybrid
genetic algorithm that efficiently handles resource allocation and
server assignment for a given set of in-memory databases. Our
trace-driven evaluation is based on measurements from an SAP
HANA in-memory system and indicates improvements between
6% and 32% over the popular best-fit decreasing heuristic.
Index Terms—Nonlinear optimization; genetic algorithm; inmemory database; SAP HANA.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Traditionally, in-memory databases have been offered as
part of large on-premise systems that can handle highly
processing intensive workloads. In the recent past, however,
in-memory databases have become part of on-demand offers
from small Amazon Web Service instances, such as HANA
One, to high-end large scale systems in private, managed cloud
environments, such as HANA Enterprise Cloud1 . On-demand
systems, particularly in the Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) and
Database-as-a-Service (DaaS) model, relieve customers from
the burden of configuring, managing and operating database
servers. Conversely, cloud providers can leverage the economy
of scale and reduce data center cost by consolidating database
workloads and even entire database systems [1]. Improving
data center cost has been focus of many works, with reduction
of energy cost, resource utilization and load-balancing being
just some in a wide range of optimization goals [2].
In this paper, we specifically consider the problem of optimizing the energy-efficiency of an in-memory database cluster
by means of consolidation. In general, this can be handled by
either static [3], [4], or dynamic resource allocation [5]–[9].
While static resource allocation aims for providing resources
over a set period of time, its dynamic variant adapts resource
allocations depending on fluctuations of workload demands in
either a reactive or proactive manner. In our case, the static
approach is highly relevant, as we consider private clouds
1 https://hana.sap.com/implementation/deployment/cloud.html

with large scale in-memory database deployments, for which
dynamic re-configuration would be very time consuming.
From a modeling perspective, it is common to express consolidation scenarios as bin-packing problem using integer-linear
programming (ILP) or mixed-integer non-linear programming
(MINLP) formulations. Both are known to be NP-hard, and in
practice they often limit the applicability of standard ILP and
MINLP solvers due to long optimization times or the difficulty
of expressing certain ILP/MINLP problems in canonical form
ready to use for such solvers. Many recent works therefore
consider greedy heuristics, such as Johnson’s first-fit (FFD)
and best-fit decreasing (BFD) [10], or modifications of these
[1], [11]. A reason for this can be ascribed to their efficiency
in finding good solutions, which reported in literature are
often as close as 20% to global solutions of the corresponding
optimization problems [1], [12]. With respect to existing works
that focus on cost reduction, such as [1], [5]–[9], [11], [13],
[14], we consider large datasets and explicitly model tenant
workload interference and the multi-core aspect of in-memory
database servers, the latter two of which are often ignored
despite their presence in open research challenges [15].
Our resource allocation approach assumes that users provide performance constraints in form of response time SLOs
(service level objective). This approach is generally more
attractive than making specific resource reservations, as from
a user perspective workload dynamics and physical resource
requirements of in-memory databases are difficult to understand [16]. Conversely, cloud providers have the burden of
optimizing infrastructure in a cost-effective way while still
being able to meet stipulated SLOs. To solve this problem
and maximize revenue, we want to aid cloud providers by
guiding the following two resource management decisions:
•
•

the type of servers that should be provisioned and
the way server resources need to be split amongst colocated database instances.

To do so, we propose an energy-aware framework that provisions server resources for a set of in-memory databases
and consolidates workloads in an interference-aware manner.
Our framework is lightweight, easily adaptable and achieves
substantial energy savings in cloud data centers. Summarizing,
our main contributions in this work are as follows:
•

a novel methodology based on a non-linear optimization

•

•
•

program to minimize energy consumption for in-memory
database clusters
a hybrid heuristic that combines the best-fit decreasing
heuristic with a genetic algorithm (GA) to handle scenarios that render standard BFD unusable
the use of novel analytical performance models for efficient search of global optima
a trace-driven experimentation using real measurements
from a commercial in-memory database, SAP HANA,
that reveals significant improvements in energy cost over
the popular BFD heuristic

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section
II surveys related work. In Section III we introduce our system
model and formulate the problem statement. The proposed
optimization approach is discussed in Section IV and evaluated
in Section V and VI. Lastly, the paper is concluded and
possible extensions are outlined in Section VII.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Cost reduction in data centers has been subject to research
over the past decades, but to our knowledge none of the
existing works have considered consolidation approaches to
optimize the energy-efficiency of heterogeneous in-memory
database clusters. Typically, consolidation scenarios are modeled as bin-packing problem and over the years, many variations of this problem have been in the focus of research [17],
[18]. While many recent approaches consider VM consolidation, e.g. [4], [11], [13], others focus on the consolidation of
database workloads [1], [14], [19], [20]. Due to the complexity
of such problems, the presence of local minima and the large
number of variables and resource constraints, most works
prefer to use greedy heuristics, such as first-fit and bestfit decreasing [10]. These, however, do not guarantee global
solutions. To over come this problem, the authors in [4]
apply truncated singular value decomposition, which reduces
large constraint matrices to a manageable size that can be
handled by standard ILP solvers. But while this approach is
promising, it cannot handle the type of non-linear constraints
required to model in-memory database performance. The static
approach in [14] considers linear models for combining tenant
resource demands on MySQL databases, while the authors
in [1], [19] facilitate more expressive non-linear models to
predict database performance. Both approaches use greedy
algorithms to solve their optimization problem, as do the
authors in [21] for adjusting the number of database servers
required to handle particular workload intensities. In contrast,
we provide a global search heuristic that combines bestfit decreasing and algorithms from the field of evolutionary
computation to improve solutions over BFD. Other works
present tenant placement strategies for multi-tenant databases,
and consider techniques such as replica swapping to minimize
tenant interference [20], [22]. However, they rely on simple
additive models to approximate resource utilizations and cover
transactional workloads only. The recent survey in [15] has
revealed that explicit modeling of interference effects between
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Fig. 1. Queueing network model of a multi-core database server

VMs / tenants on modern multi-core hardware is largely neglected and still part of open research questions. We consider
these aspects with our approach and in contrast to the above
we evaluate using large scale datasets.
Works on optimizing energy efficiency, e.g. [11], [23],
typically move nodes to an offline state to conserve energy
under low system loads. [11] for example employs a Wiener
predictor to anticipate future demand patterns and combines it
with a modified BFD heuristic to guide the choice of required
servers. Other works on resource allocation apply collaborative
filtering and profiling-based methods to create models that
estimate the impact of resource assignment on application performance [16], [24], and compliance with stringent response
time SLOs under transactional and analytical multi-tenant
workloads [25], [26]. None of these approaches, however,
considers hardware configurations relevant for processing large
in-memory workloads.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
A. System Model
We begin by introducing the system model relevant for our
consolidation problem. This model is composed of a server
cluster and multiple in-memory database tenants. Our goal is
to determine resource allocation and assignment policies that
minimize the energy consumption for such a server cluster.
With resource allocation we refer to determining the relative
share of CPU time allocated to a tenant. Resource assignment
relates to choosing a specific server with sufficient resources to
host a particular set of tenants. By tenant we mean a customer,
for which multiple clients issue a set of business analytical
queries to a customer-exclusive in-memory database.
We model a set of tenants that is hosted on a multi-core
in-memory database server as multi-class closed queueing
network (QN). The QN consists of a delay node, representing
the client think time, a fork-join subsystem to handle request
parallelism, a queueing station and R request classes. We
further employ a class switch construct to model the change
of class for requests that are successively issued by a client.
We require such a construct to capture the execution model
of the TPC-H workload used for our experimentation, where
each client has only one job in the system at any given time,
but changes class after every job execution. Figure 1 provides
a graphical representation the respective QN model for two
tenants, each with two different request classes (circles) and
their subtasks (rectangles).

Wt
Mk
Uk
Pk

constant offset for the remaining system resources. The nonlinear functions Wt (a, s), Mk (a, s) and Uk (a, s) are used to
calculate mean response times for tenant t, as well as server
k memory and CPU utilization. These functions are aware of
all decision variables and additional parameters from Table 2,
which we here omit to simplify the notation. Constraints (1b1d) ensure that tenant response times, server memory and CPU
utilization do not exceed their respective maximums. And with
constraint (1e) we limit the number of tenant databases that
can be co-located on a single server.

Predicted response time for tenant t
Predicted memory occupancy for server k
Utilization of server k
Power consumption of server k
(a) Performance Measures

T
T max
K
Wtmax
Mkmax
Ck

Number of tenants
Maximum number of tenants per server
Number of servers
Maximum mean response time for tenant t
Maximum available memory on server k
Operational cost per server k in $
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(b) Additional Parameters
Fig. 2. Relevant notation

B. Decision Variables and Problem Statement
Solving our consolidation problem requires the allocation
of servers, performing server assignments and splitting CPU
resources between co-located tenants. These three steps are
handled by the following decision variables:
•

•

•

a = [at ], 1 ≤ at ≤ K, ∀t, 1 ≤ t ≤ T . Resource
assignment vector: assigns a server index to tenant t,
when K servers are available.
s = [st ], slb ≤ st ≤ sub , ∀t, 1 ≤ t ≤ T . Resource
share: sets a preferred CPU share for tenant t and is
bounded by the lower and upper thresholds slb , sub . Note
that partitioning memory may not be a good idea for inmemory DBs due to large peak memory usage, so a hard
partitioning would severely under-provision for peaks.
y = [yk ], yk ∈ {0, 1}, 1 ≤ k ≤ K. Switching server k on
(1) or off (0).

Our goal is to decide a triplet (a, s, y) that minimizes the
operational cost of an in-memory database cluster. By operational cost we denote the hourly cost of power consumption
generated by the cluster. The optimization problem can be
classified as multi-dimensional bin-packing problem, which
we express with a mixed-integer non-linear program:
total
Cmin
= min
a,s,y

s.t.:

X

Ck yk

(1a)

k=1,...,K

Wt (a, s) ≤ Wtmax , ∀t
Mk (a, s) ≤ Mkmax yk , ∀k
Uk (a, s) ≤ Ukmax yk , ∀k
Tk ≤ T max , ∀k

(1b)
(1c)
(1d)
(1e)

We determine the cost Ck of an individual server k as the
sum of the power consumption Pk for CPU, memory and
other system components, multiplied by the electricity cost
C kWh per kWh: Ck = C kWh (PkCPU + PkDRAM + Pkother ).
Here, we assume CPU power consumption to be the only
factor that significantly changes during workload execution
and consider power consumption of main memory and other
system components to be constant. Server power consumption
can then be modeled as function of CPU utilization plus a

Before we discuss our solution approach in detail, we
will first present our reference method for evaluating solution
candidates and outline the modifications we have made to the
BFD heuristics that will serve as baseline for our evaluation.
A. Evaluating Solution Candidates
When evaluating the energy efficiency of a cluster, we need
to determine the energy cost of each individual server. Hence,
we start by looking at the resource assignment vector a of
a solution candidate and find out which server is assigned
to a particular tenant. Subsequently we compute all relevant
performance measures by solving the corresponding queueing
network. For greater efficiency, we use our formulation TaskPlacement AMVA (TP-AMVA, [27]) and combine it with a
quadratic power model to estimate CPU power consumption
[28]. In order to handle an non-uniform split of CPU resources
amongst tenants, we consider the approach suggested in [29]
and [30]. The authors propose a service differentiation mechanism called biased processor sharing, an extension to egalitarian processor sharing that can model asymmetric resource
shares. The authors give an AMVA-based formulation, which
applied to our TP-AMVA response time equation, results in
adding a weight πr for request class r to express the fraction
of server capacity allocated to that class. This modification has
the following form:
!
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where the response time Wr is determined by multiplying the
class r service demand dr with a specific service rate degradation factor.
PR The latter is dependent on the arrival queue length
A = r=1 Ar , seen on arrival of a class r job at the system,
~ = [Nr ], r = 1, ..., R
given a vector of job populations N
and a total of R job classes. Our formulation uses the BardSchweitzer approximation [31] to estimate Ar and applies core
routing and contention probabilities (pcore
, pcont
v
rv ) to correct
Ar for queries with variable threading levels and to account
for query class interference, as described in [27].
PRThe CPU
utilization of a server k is determined by Uk = r Xkr dkr ,
where Xkr is the class-r throughput. Memory is computed as
sum over the product of per-class queue lengths Qr and the
respective class-r memory occupancy mr . For our evaluation
we make a conservative assumption and consider the 95th
percentile of memory occupancy, see [37]. As mentioned
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Fig. 3. Required number of servers under BFD and optimal solution, when
packing a set of tenants T1,...,T6, each with a workload intensity ≤ 1

above, all four performance measures W, U, X and Q are
obtained by solving TP-AMVA. When evaluating these with
TP-AMVA during the optimization process, we obtain the
weights πr depending on the number of co-locatedPtenants
that reside on the same server as follows: πr = st / t∈T st ,
and r ∈ R(t), where R(t) returns all class indexes that belong
to tenant t. In our evaluation we will show that using this
approach brings a large improvement over the popular BFD
bin-packing heuristic, which is oblivious to such weights.
B. Best-Fit Decreasing and First-Fit
1) BFD Overview: Since the BFD heuristic will serve as
a baseline for our evaluation, we will briefly outline how it
works. Let us consider the example in Figure 3, a scenario with
six tenants T1 , ..., T6 , each with a given workload intensity
≤ 1 and three servers, each of which can handle a total
workload intensity of 1. In order to increase the packing
density and to place tenants on as few servers as possible,
BFD sorts all tenants in decreasing order of their workload
intensity and puts tenants iteratively onto the server with the
highest utilization. In case the latter does not provide sufficient
resources to handle the additional workload, the server with
the next highest utilization will be chosen. If no suitable server
can be found, BFD has failed (in case of a fixed set of servers)
or a new server needs to be added to the server pool. In Figure
3 we can see how BFD performs on our exemplary scenario,
which affirms that BFD does not guarantee global optima.
2) Baseline Heuristics: For our evaluation in Section VI
we will use a modification of BFD, similar to [11]. As sorting
criteria for the list of servers we will consider the product of
server utilization and 1/(number of server CPUs). This choice
follows the intuition that in the heterogeneous case servers
with a smaller number of sockets are prioritized over larger
systems, which thus makes the cluster more energy-efficient.
In the homogeneous case servers are sorted solely based on
their CPU utilizations, which similar to the heterogeneous case
leads to a higher packing density and allows us to switch off
idle servers. Since out of scope, we leave the analysis of other
metric combinations, which could serve as sorting criteria, for
future work. In addition to BFD, we also consider the first-fit
heuristic (FF), one of the simplest approaches, oblivious of any
order of tenants or servers. FF simply works by picking the
first server that matches a tenant’s requirements and assigns it
to this tenant. We employ TP-AMVA to evaluate if a server
matches these requirements and to check whether resource
utilization constraints can be satisfied. Note that both heuristics
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Fig. 4. Comparison of optimization process between hybrid and standard GA

are not aware of resource shares, which requires us to equally
split CPU resources between co-located tenants.
C. Pattern Search and Standard Genetic Algorithm
We are further interested in the performance of pattern
search (PS), a standard direct search method whose mechanics
can be found in [32]. While this method does not perform a
global search, it can be beneficial for refining existing solutions
found in an exploratory search phase [33]. Hence in our case,
we want to investigate if PS is able to improve solutions
found by BFD. To initialize PS we provide a starting point
consisting of the resource assignment a, determined by BFD,
and the equally split resource shares s. For our evaluation we
denote this approach by BFD-PS. In addition to the latter,
we also consider a non-conventional optimization method,
called genetic algorithm (GA). GAs belong to a group of
non-deterministic global search methods and are increasingly
used for cloud resource scheduling problems [34]. From a
motivational point of view, we chose GA because we found
other solvers hard to apply to our MINLP problem, as many of
them do not support black-box functions with mixed-integer
domains. We plan, however, to investigate other solvers in
future work. On the right-hand side of Figure 4 we give an
overview on the workflow of our standard GA method, which
we will simply denote by GA. Both BFD-PS and GA traverse
the search space spanned by the resource assignment vector
a and share allocation vector s. To reduce the problem complexity, we exclude y from the decision variables and instead
compute yk from a as follows: yk = maxt∈1..T I(at , k), ∀k,
where I(at , k) = 1 if at = k and 0 otherwise. This however
does not change the solution space of (1a).
D. Hybrid Genetic Algorithm
As we have pointed out in Section IV-B, method BFD
requires preset values for tenant resource shares s. We will
therefore combine it with GA, in the sense that GA will
search for optimal values of s and feed them into BFD during
the evaluation of an individual, whereas BFD determines the
assignment of servers to tenants. For later use we will refer
to this method with GA-BFD. The latter, however, still has
limitations. We thus want to further improve this method by
loosening BFD’s greedy strategy and assigning servers more
intelligently. This second approach is another hybrid variant
of GA, with its workflow depicted on the left-hand side of

Algorithm 1 Modified Best-Fit Decreasing
1: function BFDMod(r energy , s)
2:
ts ← sort([1..T ], 0 descend0 )
3:
a, Pktotal ← [], P total ← 0
4:
for all t ∈ ts do
5:
for all k ∈ 1, ..., K do
6:
ts 0 ← getTenantsFromServer(k, a)
7:
Pk ← evalPerformance(k, [t, ts 0 ])
8:
Pktotal (k) ← P total + Pk
9:
end for
10:
P 0 ← sort(Pktotal , 0 ascend0 )
11:
idx ← chooseServer (P 0 , renergy (t))
12:
a(t) ← idx , P total ← P 0 (renergy (t))
13:
end for
14:
return a, s
15: end function

evalPerformance

Evaluates the performance of a server, returns
the server power consumption Pk and adds a
penalty in case of SLO violations.

getTenantsFromServer

Returns the set of tenants assigned to a server.

chooseServer

Returns the server index that corresponds to the
renergy (t)th position in P 0
Fig. 5. Auxiliary functions to Algorithm 1.

Figure 4. We will call this method GA-BFDMod since it uses
a modification of BFD, BFDMod. Recall that standard BFD
orders servers based on their utilization and number of sockets
as described in Section IV-B. In contrast, BFDMod chooses
servers that contribute least or only little to the overall cluster
energy consumption P total . However, since BFDMod cannot
optimize along the continuous domain either, tenant resource
shares are determined by GA. In addition, GA provides a recommendation (rank r) that BFDMod considers when choosing
a server, to make standard BFD more flexible. Hence, in each
optimization iteration, GA provides the following decision
variables to BFDMod and runs BFDMod, which computes
the actual placement:
•
•

s - the tenant resource share vector
renergy = [rtenergy ], 1 ≤ rtenergy ≤ K - the rank of the
server to be chosen for tenant t.

The main steps of BFDMod are summarized in Algorithm
1 and Figure 5. During the search phase for an appropriate
server BFDMod ranks each server k according to Pktotal ,
the total cluster power consumption under condition that
server k is chosen for tenant t. A suitable server is then
picked corresponding to the rank suggested by GA. Note that
servers with a higher rank correspond to a lower Pktotal . Once
BFDMod has finished the assignment for all tenants, it returns
the complete assignment and resource share vector for a final
evaluation of the objective function. In all three cases, GA,
GA-BFD and GA-BFDMod, we consider a final optimization
run with pattern search to further refine the obtained solutions.

V. E VALUATION M ETHODOLOGY
Before we present the results of our evaluation in Section
VI, we will provide a brief description of the testbed we used
and give an overview on the evaluation scenarios.
A. Hardware and Software
Our experiments were performed on a 2.27 GHz Intel Xeon
X7560 system with 32 physical cores running SUSE Linux
Enterprise Server 11 SP2 and MATLAB R2016a. We implemented the heuristics FF, BFD and BFDMod as MATLAB
functions and use the pattern search and genetic algorithm
solvers provided by MATLAB for our methods BDF-PS,
GA, GA-BFD and GA-BFDMod. During our evaluation we
will also compare method GA-BFDMod with its equivalent
PSO-BDFMod, which uses particle swarm optimization (PSO)
instead of the GA. However, MATLAB’s PSO solver only
works on real numbers and MATLAB’s PS solver currently
does not accept mixed-integer problems. We therefore applied
the commonly used method of mapping the discrete space of
assignment vector a and and rank vector r to the continuous
domain by rounding, as described in [36]. For both methods,
BFD-PS and GA, we handled the non-linear constraints (1b1d) by adding an exponential penalty to the objective function.
The penalty is determined
PLfrom the sum of exponentials of
constraint violations: σ i=1 exp(σxi ), where the penalty
parameter σ controls the severity of the penalty, L accounts
for the number of violated constraints and xi holds the value
of constraint violation i. We preferred using this method
over providing non-linear constraint functions because of two
reasons. First, a notable slowdown of the pattern search and
genetic algorithm solver occurred when trying to solve the
non-linear constraints. Second, the GA solver got stuck in poor
local optima more often.
B. Server and Application Model
1) Evaluation Parameters: To better relate the evaluation
to real world scenarios, our system model is based on measurements from TPC-H query runs in isolation, executed on an
industrial in-memory database system, SAP HANA. The data
for this model, the queueing network representation and its
relevant parameters are derived from [27], [28] and [37]. The
execution of database workloads on a server is modeled by
a closed multi-class queueing network. The QN is combined
with a fork-join system to model parallel query execution on
a multi-core system, and a delay node is used represent the
user think time. With database workloads we refer to multiple
tenants that have exclusive access to an in-memory database
process. Each tenant is associated with one or more concurrent
clients also called users, which issue analytical requests. In our
case we considered analytical requests of type TPC-H with
22 different request classes, characterized by their execution
time, thread level parallelism and memory requirement. Based
on these considerations, the three main workload parameters
relevant for our optimization model are:
• T : the number of tenants
• Nt : number of concurrent users that belong to tenant t
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•

SFt : the database scale factor of tenant t (uncompressed
database size in GB under TPC-H).

The two main hardware configuration parameters that we will
vary during our evaluation are:
•
•

K: the number of servers
Sk : the number of CPUs of server k.

To show that our QN model is adequate for handling variations
of these parameters during the optimization we evaluated its
accuracy under multi-tenant scenarios with regard to response
times, utilization and power consumption. In particular, we
considered the dataset from [28], which contains a variation
of T , Nt , SFt and Sk over 64 experiments. Figure 6(a) gives
the corresponding results that suggest an average prediction
accuracy ranging between 9% and 14%. We refer to [37]
for details on the prediction accuracy for memory occupancy,
which lies in a similar range.
2) Parameter Settings: With respect to the evaluation of
our main contribution, the hybrid optimization approach, we
have limited the maximum number of tenants that can be colocated on the same server by setting T max = 5. This threshold
seemed appropriate, as we observed that three tenants with a
high workload, i.e. 30 concurrent users, already fully utilize
the CPU resources of an eight socket system. We have further
bounded the resource shares st by: slb = 0.1 and sub = 0.9
to avoid that our solvers choose extreme values for st . The
number of concurrent users Nt is varied from 6 to 24 for each
tenant in each scenario and, similar to [38], we have added a
Gaussian noise to Nt with standard variation σ = 2. Moreover,
for each evaluation scenario we choose tenant scale factors SFt
from the range [30,300] and tenant response time constraints
Wtmax from [0.4×SFt , 1.2×SFt ] using a uniform distribution.
Think times are set by Zt = 10 × SFt /30, ∀t, to reflect that
analyses with larger scale factors, e.g. quarterly or yearly data,
are somewhat less frequent. Finally, we have measured the
static part of server energy consumption, including PkDRAM
and Pkother , on our 8-socket system and have scaled down
accordingly for systems with fewer number of sockets and
less main memory. During our analysis we assume energy
cost with 0.15 per KWh.
3) Interpolation of QN Parameters: Our QN model requires
three specific parameters: the service demand d, thread level
parallelism p and memory occupancy m. These parameters are

defined for every request class and they depend on the database
scale factor and the number of CPU cores. One might expect
these to scale linearly with an increase in scale factor and
CPU cores. Interestingly, this is not always the case. While
service demands and memory occupancy generally showed
a linear behavior, we noticed non-linear effects in particular
for the threading level. We illustrate this in Figure 6(b) for
the threading level of one exemplary TPC-H query from our
traces. We think that this behavior partly stems from the SAP
HANA query planner that tries build query plans with an
optimal set of parallel execution phases based on the dataset
size and the number of CPU cores available to the database.
Since we want to consider a mix of different scale factors
and server configurations for our evaluation, we ran a set of 15
experiments at five different scale factors and three different
server configurations (30, 60 and 120 cores) and use these
as a basis to obtain d, p and m for other scale factors in the
range [30,300] or CPU cores in [30,120]. To do so, we applied
regression to fit a Gaussian process model, a linear model and
a quadratic model on the corresponding dataset, all three of
which are suitable for an interpolation of d, p and m. However,
we found Gaussian process interpolation to be the preferable
choice, and will therefore consider it for our evaluation.
VI. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
We evaluate the approaches discussed in Section IV on
the problem of improving energy efficiency of an in-memory
database cluster. Our evaluation scenarios are characterized
by a variable problem size to analyze the scalability of our
approach as well as by homogeneous and heterogeneous server
setups with varying utilization constraints to investigate the
behavior in more challenging situations. For every scenario we
report the required number of servers and the improvement
of our approaches over the BFD baseline. Due to the nondeterministic nature of our GA-based methods, we considered
five runs, each with a differently initialized random number
generator, and picked the best solution found.
A. Varying Scenario Scale
In this experiment we consider three different scenario
scales, determined by the number of tenants T and the total
number of servers K with T, K = 6, 12, 24. For these scenarios we equally split the K servers into a set of heterogeneous
servers with sock k = 2, 4 and 8 sockets and order them
randomly. Resource utilization constraints are set for each
server k to Ukmax = 0.99 and Mkmax = 1000 × sock k /8 GB.
Looking at Figures 7, 8 and 9, we can see that increasing the
number of users per tenant results in a proportional increase of
servers required to host all tenants. More interesting however
is that our hybrid approach GA-BFDMod clearly outperforms
the other solution methods. The improvements in energy cost
achieved by GA-BFDMod over BFD range between 6% and
32% depending on the scenario. Method GA-BFD in contrast
seems to find good solutions only under larger scenarios and
higher workload intensities (Figure 9). Our guess is that under
these scenarios there is more leeway for reducing the number
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of servers, keeping in mind that in GA-BFD the GA part only
guides the search for resource shares but is limited by BFD
in terms of server assignment. The corresponding number of
required servers for GA-BFD over BFD supports this guess.
Further, we observe that method GA can be competitive to
GA-BFDMod, though this seems to be the case for small
scale scenarios and light load only. We attribute this to the
higher number of constraints under larger scenarios, which are
difficult to satisfy. Our hybrid GAs mostly avoid that problem,
since BFD and BFDMod are likely to find a feasible solution in
every iteration. A look at method PS-BFD indicates a constant
improvement over BFD, which yet remains between 2% and
6%. As expected, the simple first-fit heuristic FF produces the
worst results. There are a few cases where the random server
order works in favor of FF over BFD by a small percentage,
which is negligible in the respective scenario, though. Finally,
we noticed that generally BFD requires more servers than FF.
The reason behind this becomes clear when looking at the type
of servers FF allocates. FF uses more eight socket systems
that on one hand can host more tenants, but on the other hand
increase the total cluster energy cost. We expect such an effect
to diminish under scenarios with homogeneous servers.
We also considered another set of experiments where we
varied the noise added to the number of users Nt per tenant
and found similar results to those in Figure 7-9.

In this set of experiments we analyze the behavior of our approach under scenarios with four socket server configurations
and give the corresponding results in Figure 10. We can see
that method GA-BFD becomes competitive to GA-BFDMod.
Since all servers have the same configuration, the order of
them seems to play a minor role here. The results for FF and
BFD confirm this, as there is virtually no difference between
these two. Nevertheless, there is still a considerable amount of
improvement to expect from our hybrid GA-based methods.
C. Varying Utilization Constraints
With our next set of experiments we want to get an idea
on how our methods perform when varying certain resource
constraints. Hence, we consider different choices of utilization
constraints and evaluate these for a scenario with heterogeneous and homogeneous servers, as shown in Figure 11. For
the heterogeneous case, we again observe GA-BFDMod performing best, no matter whether the sever utilization constraint
is fixed or randomly picked out of the interval [0.8,0.99], as is
the case for the last group of columns. Under the homogeneous
scenarios we observe a performance for all methods similar to
the experiments in Figure 10. The interesting part here is that
the performance of GA-BFD deteriorates when using variable
CPU utilization constraints. Such constraints exacerbate the
search for an adequate server order for BFD. We expect to
see similar effects when using different memory constraints for
each server. We omit the results for the utilization constraint of
0.8, since none of our methods could find a feasible solution
in that case. This means the number of available servers is
not sufficient to run the tenant workloads without violating
the utilization constraint.
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D. Particle Swarm Optimization vs. Genetic Algorithm
Lastly, we are interested in a comparison of GA and particle
swarm optimization (PSO), another widely considered EC
method [2]. For this comparison, we exchanged the genetic
algorithm solver in GA-BFDMod against MATLAB’s PSO
solver, and call this method PSO-BFDMod. Due to the faster
convergence reported in literature, we limited PSO-BFDMod
to a maximum of 300 optimization iterations and did not
consider a final run with pattern search. The corresponding
results are given in Figure 12 and 13. First, we notice that
generally PSO-BFDMod finds a slightly better final solution
in shorter time, performing on average between 0.38% and
1.49% better than GA-BFDMod, and up to 2.5% in single
scenarios. Second, while optimization times for both methods
are of little relevance for our static scenario, an early solver
stop can still provide a good solution. We can see this for
an exemplary high load scenario in Figure 13, where both
methods found a solution close to their respective final solution
within about 12000 function evaluations, which correspond
to one hour in optimization time on our test system. For
completeness we also provide the optimization times for our
basic GA implementations in Figure VI-D.
E. Summary
In this analysis we have seen that our hybrid approach
GA-BFDMod outperforms the other algorithms and strongly
reduces cluster energy consumption over the popular best-fit
decreasing heuristic. We conclude that both, adaption of the
resource shares and guiding the server choice for BFDMod,
have a positive effect on the quality of found solutions. While
the slightly faster method GA-BFD seems competitive under
homogeneous scenarios, its performance deteriorates when
resource constraints are not set uniformly, which often is
the case in real world scenarios. For scenarios under which
our methods perform similarly, we believe either method is
suitable. However, as possible improvements are not known a
priori, we feel GA-BFDMod is likelier to deliver better results.
Further, we believe that our results reflect realistic energy
figures, which are implicitly included in operational costs,

since our energy models are fitted to real system measurements
on SAP HANA, see ref [28]. Lastly, we found that our hybrid
method GA-BFDMod can be slightly improved by using particle swarm optimization. Recall, that our optimization methodology focuses on static consolidation of large in-memory
databases in private clouds, for which on-line migrations on
short time scale are impractical. Optimization times are thus
of less importance. However, if required, our method can still
be applied to more frequent cluster reconfiguration, given that
an early solver stop still results in good solutions. For larger
cases with more than 40 servers our method should remain
suitable, but it may require hierarchical application to reduce
computational complexity.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper we have proposed an optimization methodology to solve the problem of energy-efficient in-memory
database consolidation. Our solution combines popular greedy
heuristics with more advanced EC algorithms to solve the
corresponding resource allocation and provisioning problem,
while taking into account characteristics of analytical workloads, response time SLOs as well as tenant interference
on multi-core hardware. We have provided a trace-driven
evaluation using measurements from a commercial in-memory
database system SAP HANA, indicating cost improvements
of up to 32% over the popular BFD heuristic. Our approach
shows its main benefits in private cloud scenarios with a
stable customer base and predictable demand patterns and can
help respective cloud providers to manage their infrastructure
in a cost-effective way, while being able to meet stringent
performance SLOs.
Possible extensions for future work include the consolidation of tenants with mixed analytical and transactional
workloads, as well as an evaluation of the applicability of
our approach with respect to other in-memory systems and
general cloud applications. Since the latter can have substantial
disk I/O, a further performance model extension may then
be required. Another promising direction is the combination
of our methods with techniques based on singular value decomposition, which increasingly gain relevance for large-scale
provisioning with hundreds of servers running many different
cloud services. Other directions include the optimization of
dynamic scaling scenarios. In particular, we found existing
methods to be weak already in static scenarios. Our models
could also give further insights into public cloud use cases and
help to determine an optimal trade-off between allocations of
small versus large instances, including pricing combinations
provided by different public cloud vendors.
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